
UC SCapEGOating CONTINUES 
Cruz Molina, a freshman scholar at UCSC, has a student hearing scheduled for 

Thursday, March 13. It will be decided (by a handful of UCSC administrators, 

rather than a jury of peers) if Cruz really is responsible for all actions (even 

predicted future actions) of the tree-sit protest. 

 

Doug Zuidema is heading this hearing, and has denied Cruz's request to be 

represented by an attorney, to hold an open hearing, and for the verdict to be 

decided by a jury of his peers. Instead this unfair and unconstitutional trial will be 

held behind closed doors. 

 
ZUIDEMA WANTS THIS HEARING PRIVATE, BUT IT AFFECTS ALL STUDENTS! 

The hearing will be held downtown at the University Inn, (611 Ocean st).  
  
Come rally from 3-5pm to show student solidarity.* 

Please support Cruz while he endures this. 
A petition is circulating.  Sign for justice. 

 
DROP THE SANCTIONS! 
DEFEND STUDENT RIGHTS! 
DEFEND FREE SPEECH! 

 
Consider contacting campus officials 
during their business hours to voice 
why you think they should  
DROP the CHARGES: 

 
Doug Zuidema 
Director, Student Judicial Affairs 
(831) 459-4447 
dzuidema@ucsc.edu 
 
George Blumenthal 
Chancellor 
(831) 459-2058 
chancellor@ucsc.edu 
 
Felicia E. McGinty 
Vice Chancellor, Student Affairs 
(831) 459-2474 
mcginty@ucsc.edu 
 
*bring drums & noisy things! 
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